


Korean Christianity and

Ancestor Worship

Yun Sung-bum

In The History of Korean Christianity ami

Diplomacy (p. 201, Volume II), Yi Nung-hwa

enumerated seven items that may sho\y how

Christianity contributed to revising many

social customs in Korea. The foremost among

the seven is the “abolition of worship of

ancestral tablets.” He said:

“The worship of ancestors with sacrificial

rites has its origin in Chu Hsi’s theory of

domestic ceremony and became a universal

custom through five hundred years of practice

(during the Yi dynasty). As the Christian

religion does not worship an idol, it prohibited

the worship of ancestral tablets, as well as

sacrificial rites. Although memorial services

are tolerated on the anniversary of the death

of one’s father and ancestors, the notion of

ancestors is becoming thin. This is inevitable

in view of the reality.”

Yi’s view may vividly describe the special

features possessed by Korean Christianity.

The pledge that one does not worship one’s

ancestral tablets was the first requirement ask-

ed for conversion to the Christian religion.

This is doubtless based on the first of Moses’

Ten Commandments: “Thou shall not wor^

ship an idol before me.” Because they re-

garded the tablets, whether made of wood or

paper, at their ancestral family shrines as an

idol, such worship gave rise to the same con-

troversy when the Japanese forced the Koreans

to worship the Shinto idols,. This problem

will be dealt with later.

In the Orient there has been the virtue of

revering Heaven and discharging one's duty

to one’s parents. The virtue may trace back

to the era of Yao and Shun (the legendary

wise kings of ancient China), and in Korea

their origin may be as old as Tan-gun. Or their

origin- in tliis country may be older than that,

as manifest in dolmens.

Even though reverence of heaven can be

regarded as religious, we face the question

whether filial piety, too, is religious or not.

As long as one sticks to Confucian ethics in

which the king is identified with the teacher

and the father, one may easily commit the

mistake of regarding filial piety as something

which is akin to reverence of heaven. How-

ever, it is evident that such a notion could not

be accepted by Christianity.
, .

One familiar example is that in exorcism

of Korea's unique shamanism we notice

service to departed spirits, which, however, is

religious in nature, unlike memorial services
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offered to deceased ancestors. It seems proper

to think that while reverence of heaven is

religious, filial piety is moral. We are led to

the understanding that the mistaking of things

moral for things religious by Korean Chris-

tianity resulted in its advocacy of the abolition

of rites offered to ancestors.

Oriental civility, in all respects, is confined

to relations between one individual and
another, and it would be a wrong attitude to

expand its scope to the realm of religion.

Viewed in this light, it can be said that

the Christian church in Korea, be it Catholic

or Protestant, was governed too much by

the mode of thinking originating in the Old
Testament. First of all, the concept of the

worship of idols is vague; that is to say, what

is an idol is not clearly defined. Any object

other than God becomes an idol when men
hold it in higher esteem than God and revere

and love it. And such an attitude constitutes

idol worship. Therefore, not only an ancestral

tablet but one’s beloved wife and children

and even one’s abdomen can become an

idol. Especially something like money can

become a splendid idol. Furthermore self-

conceit and obstinacy, in a sense, can become
idols.

Because of its wrong idea of ancestor

worship rites, Christianity had to go through

troubles since the time it was first introduced.

That Christianity was persecuted on account

of this view of ancestor worship rites is a well-

known fact in the history of Catholic propaga-

tion in this country. If it can be safely said

that the persecution against Christianity had
its first and foremost reason in the Christian

view of ancestral rites as idol worship, then it

is to be inferred that an insufficient notion and
misunderstanding of ancestral rites by the

missionaries was the sole cause of the per-

secution. In addition, it can be easily imagined

that our ancestors tried to follow the Christian

tenets to the letter, reflecting their Confucian

orthodoxy.

The idea of filial piety in Korea dates back
to the age when Confucianism had not yet been

introduced. It may have been in the Yi dynasty

when Confucianism enjoyed the zenith of its

prosperity that sacrificial rites emerged as a

social form of ceremony. The tradition of a

dynasty which was dominated by Confucian

positivism could not be abolished by Chris-

tianity, powerless as it was, as our history

shows. Even today it is realized that an old

notion will hamper missionary work, and an
effort is being made to solve this problem by
indigenizing Christianity.

It was said above that civility is a concept

of relations between individuals. If so, it is

apparent that civility is a relation between one
personality and another. Civility certainly

exists between parents and children in their

lifetime, but even after the death of parents

children, sensible of their kindness, offer rites

before their memorial tablets. This may
reflect man’s natural feeling. Confucius taught

that “you should serve your parents as you
serve heaven, and serve heaven as you serve

your parents.” This does not necessarily

mean parents are identical with heaven.

When civility is understood not as a con-

cept of relations between individuals but as

something religious, memorial rites before

ancestral tablets constitute idol worship. This

is the same as the case when money, honor, or

anything else is admired and beloved more
than God, it becomes idol worship. Civility

toward one’s deceased ancestors can be re-

stored into civility to one’s living family and

relatives .That is to say, a son who was not

dutiful to his parents while they were alive

has no means of paying back to his parents

the kindness he received from them (because

they are already dead) and as he shifts his

affection and friendship to his wife, children,

and relatives. Discord between brothers can

be brought to harmony if they remember the

grace and love their deceased parents showed

to them. This constitutes civility toward

parents who have already died.

It is evident from the above explanation

that ancestral rituals are by no means religious

in nature but are civility as an expression of

filial piety. Therefore, bowing to memorial

tablets is not idol worship, though it may
seem so. It must be asked if showing respect

to the national flag is idol worship. To serve

one’s house guardian deity may seem like

memorial rites, but the former is designed to

invoke his blessing. Memorial rituals, there-

fore, should be distinguished from serving

ghosts and so defined that they are expressions

of reverence one holds for one’s parents and

L
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one’s effort to remember their kindness,

namely, a form of civility. In the Yi dynasty,

the kings offered memorial rituals before the

tablets of their deceased ancestors at the royal

mausoleum. In a strict sense, this can be

understood as a form of moral ceremony,

while their offering of services at the shrine

of the state’s guardian deities was religious

in nature.

Lastly, it can be said that the motive of

memorial rites for ancestors is an expression

of filial piety rather than being religious, and

it is apparent that children never expect any

good luck through these rituals. Perhaps such

expectation may not be totally absent, but one

as a son should not perform ancestral rites

with such a wrong notion.

The conventional memorial rites are very

complicated in procedure. This is apt to bring

about many evil effects. Too heavy emphasis

on formality obscures the original purpose of

rituals. Too complicated procedures and

obsession with formality prevented Korean
society from casting off the shackles of back-

wardness.

Now let us see what attitude Christianity

took in dealing with the question of memorial

rituals. It was Catholicism that incurred the

heaviest damage on account of its attitude

toward rituals. Catholicism was introduced to

Korea more than one hundred years before

Protestant denominations. The history of

Catholicism in Korea shows the great perse-

cution of 1801. In about one hundred years

since then more than 10,000 Catholic followers

were killed. To read the history of Catholic

persecution in this country is as impressive as

reading the Acts of the Apostles. These

persecutions may have been caused by the

excessive bigotry of Confucianists and stub-

bornness on the part of missionaries. It can

hardly be answered which should be blamed

more.

It was after 1900 that the Catholic church

began to have a new understanding of the

question of memorial rituals. The clue to the

solution of this problem was found in under-

standing the basic spirit of memorial rites.

Especially Father Thomas Anthony and Father

Chang Song obtained a plausible answer

from Emperor Kanghsi. The imperial answer

was rather an explanation of the traditionally
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held view of memorial rituals. In many re-

spects we cannot understand why Catholic

missionaries and Chinese priests were so

ignorant about the question of memorial

rituals. It was more so in Korea which was

immersed in a more conservative type of

Confucianism. In Korea, which blindly fol-

lowed what was introduced from China, it

was rather natural that her memorial rituals

seemed to foreigners like idol worship.

The same question arose in and after 1935

toward the close of Japanese rule when the

Japanese forced Korean Christians to worship

their Shinto deities. Having learned enough

in past experience of dealing with the question

of memorial rituals, the Vatican’s Congregatio

de Propaganda Fide declared that it would

permit the worship of Shinto gods as long as

it was an expression of patriotic respect to the

Japanese imperial family and not religious.

On the contrary, strong opposition was voiced

by the Protestant church, and the opposition

was so vehement that mission schools were

forced to close. The strongest opposition was

mounted by the southern Presbyterian church,

and schools operated by the northern Pres-

byterian church were also forced to close.

Only schools belonging to the Methodist

church could avoid a blow by recognizing,

as was written in Japanese textbooks, that

worshiping at a Shinto shrine was not religi-

ous but a ceremony of the state and by decid-

ing to do so. Colleges operated jointly by the

Presbyterian and Methodist churches were

allowed to remain open.

The difference in attitudes toward Shinto

worship which existed between the Catholic or

Methodist church and the Presbyterian church

was caused by the difference in interpreting

it—as a religious act or as a state ceremony.

Whereas the Catholic and Methodist churches

accepted at face value the proclamation on

Shinto worship issued by the Japanese Mini-

stries of Education and Home Affairs, the

Presbyterian church took the attitude of

distrusting it.

The plain Christian believers found it

difficult to determine' which attitude was

wrong and which right. It is needless to ex-

plain that not only religious considerations

but national sentiment affected the decision

concerning Shinto worship. There were
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numerous instances in many districts where

the Japanese proclamation was not carried out

according to its original purport. Clergymen

and believers were called to the police for

interrogation and forced to answer whether

they believed Christian God is superior to

Amaterasu Omikami or vice versa. This

puzzled Korean Christians as to the true

intention of the Japanese proclamation.

It is apparent in view of St. Paul’s own

experience that there were only two solutions

available for Christians who were faced with

the above problem. St. Paul said: “Now, the

matter about food offered to idols. It is true,

of course, that ‘all of us have knowledge,’ as

they say. Such knowledge, however, puffs a

man up with pride; but love builds up. The

person who thinks he knows something really

doesn't know as he ought to know. But the

man who loves God is known by him. So then,

about eating the food offered to idols We

know that an idol stands for something that

does not really exist; we know that there is

only the one God. Even if there are so-called

‘gods,’ whether in heaven or on earth, and

even though there are many of these ‘gods’

and ‘lords,’ yet there is for us only one God,

the Father, who is the creator of all things, and

for whom we live; and there is only one Lord,

Jesus Christ, through whom all things were

created, and through whom we live. (Paul s

First Letter to the Corinthians, 8: 1-6)

When the question of memorial rituals or

Shinto shrine worship is viewed from the

standpoint of St. Paul, it certainly does not

have any religious contents. Paul speaks of

two types of believers. These who do not

hesitate to eat food offered to idols, according

to Paul, have faith which allows them to eat

anything, arid those who hesitate to do so

are weak in the faith. Namely, “Accept among

you the man who is weak in the faith, but do

not argue with him about his personal opin-

ions. One man’s faith allows him to eat

anything, but the man who is weak in the

faith eats only vegetables. The man who will

eat anything is not to despise the man who

doesn’t; while the one who eats only vegeta-

bles is not to pass judgment on the one who

eats anything, for God has accepted him.

(Paul’s Letter to the Romans, 14: 1-3)

On account of differences in opinion con-

cerning the question of Shinto shrine worship,

the Korean Christian churches, especially the

Presbyterian church, disrupted into those who

supported the worship and those who opposed

it.

This is, of course, a special case of the

question concerning memorial rituals. Now
let us turn back to this question and consider

St. Paul’s case. The comparison is especially

significant because the case of memorial

rituals has something similar to the case of St.

Paul. The question here is: Is bowing before

the memorial tablets of deceased ancestors

idol worship or is a mere ceremony to pay

respect to the memory of the deceased? Two
attitudes may be possible. Those who are

strong in the faith will not feel qualms of

conscience and do as the infidels do, while

those who are weak in the faith will refrain

from doing so because of their aversion. The

only difference between what the Korean

church did when the question of Shinto wor-

ship hit it and what Paul said in his letters

was the advice the former gave to its followers:

Those who eat should not despise those who

do not eat, and those who do not eat should

not pass judgment on those who eat. In the

Korean church the two different groups of

believers criticized and despised each other, so

that their church was disrupted.

It seems that the Korean church will suffer

from this question for some time to come.

This has already become a historical fact.

As said before, we find in the history of

the Catholic church in Korea that the dreadful

persecutions against the Catholics always

had connection with the question of memorial

rites, and here we see the need of bearing in

mind how serious mistakes were' committed

in the course of missionary work. It is doubt-

less that this problem can be solved by trans-

planting Christianity to the native soil in

this country.

Looking back at the history of the Korean

church and looking toward the futuie atti-

tudes it will have to take, we conclude that

some resolute decision is necessary for solu-

tion of the problem connected with memorial

rites. Unless this problem is solved, missionary

work will face a great obstacle as in the past.

All theories and principles set aside, it must

be pointed out that the attitude of not thinking
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of one’s parents and of forgetting the anniver-

sary of their death as something insignificant is

apt to arouse animosity against the Christians.

It is advised that Christians act in such a way

as to improve the situation thoroughly in this

regard. By doing so the Christian church can

be entitled to God’s blessing in Korea.

The Catholic church formulated a set of

rules concerning memorial rites before the

Protestants. How the Catholics acted in a

quick manner is illustrated by the fact that the

regulations were worked out at a conference

of bishops as early as 1940. (Refer to Yi

Chong-ch'ang, “Some Notes on the Problem

of Memorial Rites,’’ Catholic Sibo, June,

July, 1968). First, the regulations enumerated

funeral and ritual ceremonies permissible:

a) Bowing before the body, a tomb, a photo-

graph of the deceased, and a tablet bearing

the name of the deceased; b) incense burning

during a ritual before the body; c) preparing

meals during rituals. Second, the regulations

enumerated funeral and ritual ceremonies

which are completely prohibited: a) It is a

superstitious practice to put cooked or water-

soaked rice, paper money, shellfish, or a pearl

into the mouth of the dead person; b) pre-

paring meals and offering three pairs of straw

shoes for the “underworld guides’’ in prayer

for safe arrival of the dead soul at the other

world is prohibited; c) it is also prohibited

to hold the ceremony waving an outer or

inner garment of the dead person on the roof

while calling out his address, notable career,

date of birth, and name in a gesture of pacify-

ing his soul which may be hovering in the

sky; d) prohibited is the offering of food to

the dead person in the belief that he comes

down to the table to eat the meal (the food

being offered with a spoon and the dinner

table removed after some 15 minutes); e)

chanting a prayer during a memorial rite is

prohibited.

In conclusion, memorial rituals are not

religious in nature but belong to the realm of

ethics, are not a religious ceremony but an

ethical or moral process. Therefore, it is not

proper to regard them as heretical, and rather

their original intention should be revived so

that Korea’s unique virtue can be preserved.

It seems not impossible gradually to revise

anything which runs counter to the Christian

faith, if there is any in memorial rituals. In

view of the fact that Korean memorial rituals

are too formalized and complicated now is

the time to study means of simplifying the

procedure. Another aspect to be revised is

that the rituals cost too much. It is urgent to

adopt new rules for wedding, funeral, and

memorial services which all require a com-

plicated procedure.

The reasons why Christianity should have

generous understanding of memorial rituals

which constitute one of Korea’s virtues are that

traditions original to Korea should be respect-

ed and how to deal with this problem has a

profound influence on the propagation of the

gospel.

Many arguments have arisen in Korean

theological circles recently on the problem of

how to adapt the gospel to the realities of

Korea. All these arguments were concerned

with theory and principle, failing to show a

concrete way to cope with issues arising in

reality. This was largely because Korean the-

ologians only had knowledge of theology

and lacked understanding of Korea’s cultural

tradition, not enabling themselves to lay

hold on this problem.

As history shows, the pattern of our

memorial rituals can be revised whenever the

need arises, no matter how percious a tradi-

tion they might be. In the remote past, people

offered a ritual table before little children

instead of before memorial tablets. The chil-

dren, too young to behave, ate the dried

persimmons, jujubes, and other delicacies

offered at the table, and so they were later

replaced with memorial tablets. This shows

that the pattern of rituals is not stereotyped

and has room for revision according to the

need of the times and places. It was a good

idea, seen from the Christian viewpoint, to

place children before the ritual table, for the

rituals chose personified entity as the object.

The future task of Christians is to revise the

pattern of memorial rituals more reasonably

while retaining their basic spirit. It seems

impossible to spread the gospel in this land

unless they work out concrete means of solv-

ing problems arising in reality. It must be

admitted that the method employed in the

missionary work in the past was too clumsy.
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